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Making the Content Center 
Do More for You
Pete Strycharske

Implementation Consultant

About the speaker

Pete Strycharske – D3 Technologies

Autodesk Certified Instructor and Professional in AutoCAD and 

Inventor working for D3, an Autodesk Platinum Partner, as well 

as a member of Autodesk’s Expert Elite program.  I focus 

primarily on engineering design and manufacturability, design 

automation and configuration, process efficiency and 

manufacturing layouts, both teaching and mentoring clients, as 

well as creating content for them.  Have been working with the 

Factory Design Utilities since 2012, which has become my 

defacto specialty.  Personally love working with kids, helping 

out at church and reliving my “glory days” running up and down 

the basketball court.

What’s Our Purpose

Extending the Content Center

The Content Center has a lot of functional and 

powerful uses.  However, we can tend to get in a 

rut with how these tools are applied and today 

we’re going to explore some “twists” on these 

familiar tools

Today’s plan
• Eliminate Cumbersome iPart Placement

o How do iParts and Content Center Families Work

o When to Use iParts or Content Center Families

o Special Case: Large iPart Tables

• Control Component Numeric Values

o Published from the iPart & Internally in Family Tables

o Using iLogic with Content Center Families

• Utilize Excel Tables to Drive Data Consistency

o Controlling Content Center Data via Excel

o How to Store the External Spreadsheet and Use for Future 

Updates

• How to Automatically Integrate Part Numbers into Tube & Pipe 

Conduit Parts Lists

o Setting Up Content Center Table for Part Numbers

o Creating an Utilizing the External iLogic Rule

• Bonus Topic (As Time Allows)

• Q & A
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Eliminate Cumbersome iPart 
Placement

What are iParts?

A FAMILY OF COMPONENTS

Typically the same overall geometric design with different sizing and options.  Can also be a group of components 

that accomplish a goal, but not necessarily sharing common geometry.

SINGLE TABLE – BASED PARENT FILE

All of the component variations are controlled in a single part file.  This part file is controlled via an embedded 

Excel spreadsheet table, which can also be modified externally in Excel and preserves any Excel formulas or data 

formatting.

What is the Content Center?

A FAMILY OF COMPONENTS

Almost always the same overall geometric design with different sizing and options.  Can also be a group of 

components that accomplish a goal, but not necessarily sharing common geometry.

SINGLE DATABASE FAMILY TABLE

All of the component variations are controlled in a 

single database Family table managed via SQL.  The 

Content Center provides an interface to modify the 

data inside the tables, which can also be modified 

externally in Excel.  However, because the Family is 

a database, the Excel formulas and formatting are 

NOT retained.

When to Use iParts or Content Center?

WHY IPARTS

Typically much easier for anyone to create or modify and allows much flexibility in one – off designs.  There is no 

required central area for storage and no special requirements or permissions to publish content.

WHY CONTENT CENTER

Content Center provides a more highly controlled, central environment which helps drive consistency throughout 

the team and can be easier to manage.  Content Center Families are also required to populate Assembly Design 

Accelerators.
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Special Case: Large iPart Tables

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY LARGE IPART TABLES?

100 ROWS

500 ROWS

1000 ROWS

2000 ROWS

4000 ROWS

CLEARLY YOU’RE INSANE

Shuttleworth Case Study

Great customers, but had a problem with certain large iPart 

tables…

• 4,416 Rows!!!
• L…O…N…G… placement and replacement times

• Moving into the realm of unusable

• Solution: Move the large iPart table into Content Center

o Published to “Other” Content Center category without 

specific authoring 

 Maximal placement flexibility

 Specific authoring and publishing formatting not 

required

o Immediate time savings!
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Content Center Publish Edit Host Table Edit via Excel Assembly Placement

iPart Times Content Center Times

Shuttleworth iPart vs. Content Center (min)

iPart Placement 
Time: 3:31

CC Family 
Placement Time:
0:32

Control Numeric Value with 
Custom Column Expressions
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Content Center Numeric Values

When placing Content Center members, some values can 

be customized for project specific design requirements.  This 

can eliminate the need for large table designs for some 

components.

• Within the Family table, implement Min & Max values

• Specify incremental adjustment values

• Set the default placement value

Method #1: Publish from iPart Table

SET MAX, MIN & INCREMENTAL VALUES IN A CUSTOM PARAMETER COLUMN

By right – clicking on a column heading, one can set up a Custom Parameter Column in an iPart table.  Then 

Max, Min & Incremental values can be set.  Publish the iPart to Content Center and the values are passed along.

Method #2: Edit the Content Center Family Table

SET MAX, MIN, DEFAULT & INCREMENTAL VALUES IN A CUSTOM COLUMN EXPRESSION

When editing a Family Table, right – click on a column heading and edit the Column Properties.  From there, one 

can create a Custom Column Expression, as shown.

DEMO TIME
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A Word on Utilizing iLogic within Content Center

WHAT IS ILOGIC?

iLogic is a built – in Inventor module that allows for logical rules – based design.  Set up specific conditions and 

designs can adapt to those conditions.

A HUGE WARNING WHEN USING ILOGIC WITHIN CONTENT CENTER!

iLogic and Content Center are very powerful tools for controlling data, but they MUST NOT both attempt to control 

the same data.  This can lead to confusion and even component problems.

WHY USE ILOGIC WITHIN CONTENT CENTER

In the following example, I will demonstrate how iLogic can be used to control the specific formatting of a part 

number for a Content Center member where the length field can be customized.

iLogic & Content Center 
Example

This example is specifically tailored to a requirement where 

the length is to be included in the Part Number, but must be 

four characters in length.  The process is listed below

• Publish or Replace Family Template to insert a custom 

iProperty, “Comp_Des” in this case

• Unmap the Part Number Family table column for the Part 

Number iProperty

• Create a column in the Family table, make it equal to the 

Member column and map it to the “Comp_Des” custom 

iProperty

• Utilize an iLogic rule to format the part length to four 

characters and combine with “Comp_Des” to form the 

Part Number

DEMO TIME
Utilize External Excel Tables to 
Drive Data Consistency
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Controlling Content Center Data via Excel

WHY WOULD WE DO THIS?

Sometimes the values must be specified inside of the table and not entered in by the user during placement, but a 

specific formatting for the data is desired.  This can be particularly helpful for large tables.  There is another 

potential reason that we’ll cover at the end, time permitting.

REMINDER: EXCEL FORMATTING IS NOT PRESERVED WITH CONTENT CENTER EDITS

As mentioned earlier, Excel formatting is lost when modifying Content Center Family tables, as Content Center is 

a database.

EXCEL CAN BE REUSED IF CERTAIN STEPS ARE FOLLOWED

Despite the lack of retention of Excel formatting, we can still take advantage of Excel functionality by saving the 

Excel file externally and referencing it when modifications to the Family table are desired.

Step #1: Prepare the Excel Table

SET FORMULA COLUMNS TO BE “GENERAL” FORMAT THEN APPLY FORMULAS

The data that comes over from the Family table is formatted as “Text” in Excel, so formulas initially won’t work.  

Convert the entire column to the “General” data format and formulas will work.

SAVE THE EXCEL SPREADSHEET TO A CENTRAL LOCATION AND CLOSE IT

In order to utilize for modifications later, the formula”ed” and formatted spreadsheet 

must saved to an external centralized location.  You can then close it and the Content 

Center will behave as if no edit has occurred.

Step #2 Utilize External Excel to 
Modify Content Center

To modify a Family table with an external Excel spreadsheet, 

some specific steps MUST be followed:

• Choose the Excel option to edit the Family table

• Immediately open the external Excel spreadsheet, from 

the SAME edit instance spreadsheet

• Make whatever modifications are necessary

• Copy all of the data from the external Excel sheet

• Return to the edit instance spreadsheet, select all the 

data and paste external Excel data into it.

DEMO TIME
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Automatically Integrate Part 
Number Data into Tube & Pipe 
Conduit Parts Lists

Current Method

There is a current methodology for applying Part Numbers 

for conduit parts inside Inventor.  

• Access the Tube & Pipe Settings from the Master Runs 

Subassembly

• Configure the settings and one MUST set the “Prompt for 

conduit names” to “Enable Part Number Settings”

• Create a new route or populate a non-populated route to 

apply the settings

Current Method: The Good, Bad & Ugly

THE GOOD

This method does work and seems to remember the settings for all new Tube & Pipe Master Runs subassemblies.

THE UGLY (NOT REALLY BAD, I SUPPOSE)

I don’t like giving users the ability to change the file names, as I like the auto-generated names.  Also, this won’t 

work for already populated routes.  In order to get it to work, one must create a new route and populate that one, 

which will trigger previous populated routes to update.  Finally, the auto-generated file names become the 

assembly browser names.

The New Method: A Combo of iLogic and Content Center

USE A CUSTOM IPROPERTY

I use a custom iProperty, “Part_No” in this case to provide a carrier for desired Part Number values.  Either publish 

or Replace the Family Template to get this property into the Family table.
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The New Method: A Combo of iLogic and Content Center

POPULATE AND MAP A CUSTOM CONTENT CENTER FAMILY TABLE COLUMN

Using some important characteristics from the Tube & Pipe module, create the desired part number and map that 

to the custom iProperty.

PL –

RPL –

OPL –

ROPL –

IMPORTANT TUBE & PIPE CHARACTERISTICS
PL – The exact conduit part length

RPL – The desired, rounded value of the conduit part length

OPL – The exact hose length, including fittings

ROPL – The desired, rounded hose length, including fittings

The New Method: A Combo of iLogic and Content Center

UTILIZE ILOGIC TO POPULATE PART NUMBERS AND CLARIFY THE ASSEMBLY BROWSER NAME

iLogic is used to search through all components and identify the conduit parts.  Then definitive assembly browser 

names and part numbers are assigned.  This rule can also be triggered as external iLogic rule for ease of 

management.

DEMO TIME
Bonus: A Workflow to “Move” a 
Content Center Family
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A Big Thanks to All Who Helped Get Me Here!

GOD HIMSELF

Thankful for every breath I take and for this 

wonderful opportunity!

SCOTT DIBBEN

Scott is my boss and I’m thankful that he gives us 

the time and freedom to explore new workflows and 

possibilities.

SHUTTLEWORTH DESIGN TEAM

This team allowed me to serve them and to share 

their complex iPart table scenario

ALL MY STUDENTS AND CUSTOMERS

They always ask such great questions and help us 

to probe the depths of the software, developing 

better techniques and workflows all the time!

Any Questions
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